Renal elimination of magnesium as a parameter of bioavailability of oral magnesium therapy.
Magnesium is an important cation in human physiology, especially in the regulation of membrane proteins, as a cofactor for various enzyme systems and in neuromuscular transmission. Magnesium deficiency leads to severe impairment in muscle function, particularly in cardiovascular diseases. Classical bioavailability studies with magnesium cannot be carried out for several reasons. As the magnesium concentration in plasma is extraordinarily well regulated, renal elimination proves to be the best method to determine the absorption of orally administered magnesium. Magnesium pools must first be filled, and the saturation phase of renal elimination then equals the degree of absorption. This parameter of bioavailability shows the percentage of eliminated magnesium in comparison to the administered dose. Eighteen healthy male volunteers were included in this study to compare 5 mg magnesium-DL-hydrogen aspartate with magnesium-L-hydrogen aspartate. After a saturation phase, the test substances were administered in random order. Blood samples for determination of magnesium concentrations were taken, but no typical pharmacokinetic concentration curves were obtained. The areas under the concentration-time curves were equal for both formulations (x = 40.22 [mval*h/l]). The bioavailability of both substances was determined from the renal elimination. No significant difference was found between both treatments. Bioavailability of 5 mg magnesium-DL-hydrogen aspartate was 44.5% and for magnesium-L-hydrogen aspartate 41.7%. It is evident that this method of magnesium determination is practical, comfortable for volunteers and gives reliable results in comparing the absorption of magnesium formulations.